properties of Parallel-SOM. As the paper pointed out, in classical computation sense, the contribution of such a network may not be so significant. But its parallel mode may be interesting for quantum computation.
Introduction
"Once saw, never forgotten" is a sentence which used to describe a human sense and learning sequence. For example, a boy glanced at a lovely girl in a party. On his way home, girl's face appears again and again during his thinking. This is a distinct feature of the human brain. Generally speaking, the brain is organized in many places in such a way that different sensory inputs are represented by topologically ordered computational maps. [Hay94] . In the field of artificial neural networks (ANN), this sequence is called pattern reorganization. The boy learned the girl's image just once and recognized it latter.
Some kinds of artificial neural networks can simulate this sequence by repeated learning.
Among the architectures and algorithms suggested for ANN, the SOM has the special property of effectively creating spatially organized "internal representations ' [Koh90] .
Kohonen is attempting to construct an artificial system, SOM, that can show the same behavior as boy's experience through various learning. Following Kohonen's principle of topographic map formation, the spatial location of an output neuron in the topographic map corresponds to a particular domain or feature of the input data [Koh90] . In application , SOM has been particularly successful in various pattern recognition tasks.
As mentioned by Grossberg [Gros98] , the conventional learning is in terms of serial processing and this slowed down the acceptance of a sampling operation that could achieve task-dependent selectivity in a parallel processing environment. So, to simulate boy's behavior through just one time's learning, is still difficult for SOM. In the field of artificial neural networks (ANN), some pioneers introduced quantum computation into analog discussion, quantum associative memory, parallel learning and empirical analysis [Chr95, MN95, Zar95, BNSS96, MM96, Pru96 VM97, VM98a] .
These researches constructed the base for further study of quantum computation in artificial neural networks, specially Vantura and Martinez's quantum associative memory, who (QuAM) attracted more attention from the community [VM98b] .
When comparing the quantum computation with artificial neural networks, one may find that it is necessary to modify the structure and learning manner of ANN to combine quantum parallelism. So the main purpose of this paper is to study new structure and learning algorithm of Self-Organizing Map (SOM). The paper firstly reviews the SOM and competitive learning law, specially Kohonen's model. With the modification of Willshaw-von der Malsburg's network [von der Malsburg90], a parallel Self-Organizing Map (Parallel-SOM) and its competitive learning algorithm are described in section 3. 2) Sampling. Draw a current training time sample x(t), t = 1, 2, ..., T, from the input distribution with a certain probability; The vector
represents the sensory signal. Usually, for T > M, it depends on the requirement of the training precision.
3) Similarity matching. Find the best-matching (winning) neuron I c (x) at time t, using the minimum-distance Euclidean criterion:
(1) j j 4) Updating. Adjust the synaptic weight vectors of all neurons, using the update formula:
where η(t) is the learning-rate parameter, and Λ Ic (x) (t) is the neighborhood function centered around the winning neuron I c (x); both η o and Λ o vary dynamically during learning for best results. For simplicity,
, where η o is the initial value of η(t) and Λ o is the initial value of Λ Ic (x) (t).
In step 3, to find the best-matching (winning) neuron I c (x) at time t, O(M-1)
comparisons are needed. In step 4, to get a stable w j (t), the training iteration may take
O(T) times depending on the input distribution of x(i), in many cases T > M.
This means that the step 2 will take Ω(T*(M-1)) times.
Parallel Self-Organizing Map and learning algorithm
The structure of Parallel-SOM is based on the Willshaw-von der Malsburg's model
[Hay94], which consists of a two-dimensional array of presynaptic neurons and a twodimensional array of postsynaptic. Comparing with Willshaw-von der Malsburg's model, three main differences are: 1) the number of the presynaptic neurons equals the number of total elements of input vector; 2) there is just one connection between an input and output neuron; 3) the competitive learning is realized through a sequence of the matrix multiplication which is a facility for parallel processing; The structure of proposed SOM is shown in Figure 2 . 
. , y(M)).
Every neuron x(i) of input layer just have one link with the neuron y(i) of output layer with the weight w 0,0,...,0,1,0,...,0) .
3) Updating. Adjust the synaptic weight vectors of all neurons, using the following update formula: (M) ) is generated from this step.
4) Stop condition.
Verification of the condition in equation (6), if it is certified then go to step 6. A precision vector ε ε , (ε (i) ∈ ε ε, i = 1, 2, ..., M), is simply defined as, ε ε' = (ε,ε, ... ε), where ε is a certain small value depending on the precision requirement of the problem. 
6) Registering. Save the vector w t+1 and stop.
Classification example
In order to compare the performance of above two algorithms, a classification example is studied. The data are shown in Table 1 . They are represented in Cartesian two dimension space, therefore prototypes to represent the data clusters will also be ordered by pairs [LS98]. Usually, Kohonen learning selects data points for analysis in random order. This paper takes the point of Table 1 in the order from top to bottom for easier comparison with other method. Figure 4 . Fig. 4 The convergence of the weights using Kohonen's algorithm
Parallel-SOM 's resolution
Using the proposed model for two dimension data and two prototypes classification problem, 4*4 neurons are needed in both input and output layer. ). After four times Q transformation, the weight vector in node A is converged to (1.73, 3.02), and in node B is (8.3,7.3), which are also shown in Figure 6 .
Comparing Figure 4 and 6, the convergence of the weights which were obtained from both models shows the same tendency. Through this example, the results demonstrated the equivalence of the two models. 2) Modifications in synaptic weights tend to cooperate.
Comparing Parallel-SOM with SOM, the developed algorithm shows the satisfaction of the above principles. The detail explanation and the main properties of Parallel-SOM are described in this section.
1) Once learning mechanism.
The learning mechanism of Parallel-SOM is different from SOM, but functionally equal. As the descriptions in the initial of section 3, when defining the structure of Parallel-SOM, the number of the presynaptic neurons equals the number of total elements of input vector and there is just one connection between a neuron from input and a neuron from output layer. Parallel-SOM draws total samples of x, (x(i) ∈ x, i = 1, 2, ..., M), just once. The competitive and weight updating is realized through a sequence of the operations which is a facility for parallel processing; So the conventional repeated learning procedure is modified to learn just once in Parallel-SOM. From this point of view, property 1 is introduced. The Parallel-SOM 's algorithm of section 3 can be resumed in following sequence:
Step 1, Input x, i.e. Parallel-SOM learns from outside;
Step 2, One operation of competitive and updating, for t times;
2.1 w t = v (in first operation, w t = w 0 );
2.5 If w t+1 -w t > ε ε, go to 2.6, else go to step 3;
2.6 v = w t+1 Q, go to 2.1;
Step 3, Saving w t+1 and stop.
The signals x is input to system only at the beginning of the algorithm, at step 1, and the operations of competitive and weight updating are executed through step 2. The step 1 just passes through one time, so the property 1 is proved. At the same time, Parallel-SOM 's competitive weight updating sequence shows the satisfaction of the principle 1 of SOM.
2) Weight transformation.
By second principle of SOM, modifications in synaptic weights tend to cooperate. In Parallel-SOM, there is just one connection between neuron of input layer and neuron of output layer. Cooperation among neurons may be impossible when depending only on the map's structure. To satisfy this principle, weight transformation Q is introduced in Parallel-SOM. So the object of weight transformation Q is to get information from every neuron for full competition during weight updating and avoid a local minimum. This transformation will be used T-1 times during the competitive and updating operations of Parallel-SOM. When using Q transformation, the position of all elements of w t will be changed after every repeated multiplication. For example, the last element of w t will become the first and the others will be put one position backward. The table 4 shows the training results of prototype B from Parallel-SOM using the data of table 1, with and without transformation. In the case of no transformation, the minimum Euclidean distance d min slides down toward the direction relating to point (9.4,6.4) of table 1. In this case, any time training is no more meaning due to the local minimum. This result is also shown in figure 7 : the weights of prototype A is converged to point (2.5,2.1) and the weights of prototype B is converged to point (9.4,6.4). The situation is better with the transformation Q,. The table 4 gives the competitive and updating results of prototype B without local minimum using weight transformation. Information exchanging using weight transformation makes Parallel-SOM to have functionally the competitive learning ability and convergence property of the conventional SOM. These properties will be proved in the next two subsections. Fig. 7 The convergence of the weights using Parallel-SOM without transformation
3) Convergence property
Ritter and Schulten analyzed a Markovian algorithm for the formation of topologically correct feature maps proposed by Kohonen [RS88] and proved that the convergence to an This convergence property can also be described in this form:
Lemma 1. For a Self-Organizing Map (SOM), after t times training, specially t → ∞,
Using property 2 and lemma 1, the following description try to demonstrate the equivalence of Parallel-SOM and SOM in the sense of the convergence. That is Table 5 shows the analysis of the number of the operations from the mentioned models. Fortunately, in quantum computing, this is not an important problem. The unique characteristics of quantum theory may be used to represent information with a neuron number of exponential capacity [VM98b] . For the input patterns, x(i), i = 1, ..., M, using quantum representation, the neurons number is exponentially reduced to Log 2 M. According to the complexity analysis in table 5, the operations of QuSOM will just be 4 times for the weight and distance calculations. To search the minimum distance, using Grover's algorithm, the operations will be M 1/2 and in the case, M=4, but when t=4 the total searching operation is 8. 7. Conclusion Table 6 shows a summary of comparison of SOM and Parallel-SOM. Therefore one can find a potential of Parallel-SOM for the future quantum computation. The future direction of the research is to combine Parallel-SOM with quantum computation to form a quantum Self-Organizing Map (QuSOM). 
